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In the month of August, we focused on introducing 
new words to infants and giving them plenty of 
opportunities to try to babble new words or use 
gestures in the presence of objects to communicate.  

During different activities, we observed children 
getting fascinated in listening to the music on 
pressing different buttons of the toys. Thus, in the 
month of September, we will focus on teaching 
infants about cause-and-effect relationships. 

To implement, we will provide infants numerous 
opportunities like playing with the toy kitchen, for 
instance, opening and shutting the toy microwave and the toy oven door and putting things inside. The 
instant result of not seeing a toy while closing the door will not only help infants to differentiate outcomes 
from actions but also make infants familiar with object permanence. A few of our children like to play with 
kitchen toys and we believe this activity will build their cause and effect relationship. Also, some new 
children that just started, feel comfortable with the music. The musical sounds soothe them, so we will 
teach them to press the buttons of the walker and the car, music produces and produce the same 
outcome, again and again, the action of pressing the button is required. Further, in September, we will be 
extending our project on All About Me, and the musical shakers will teach infants that on shaking the 
shakers, the sound comes. 
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Toddlers

Toddler 1  

We enjoyed learning about shapes. To improve language 
skills, they were learning how to spell the word circle. 
During circle time the toddlers were sorting and putting 
together puzzles of the shapes circle, square and triangle.  

For science, the children loved making the shapes 
disappear using droppers, coffee filters and adding water. 
The toddlers really enjoy exploring and learning about 
shapes. Our goals for September are to learn the names 
and the different sounds that animals make. Then we will 
be finding out where the animals live and what they eat. It 
will be an interesting 

 project for the toddlers because they love animals! 

Toddler 2 

In September, we will 
be focusing on the 
overall development 
of children by 
planning different 
activities for each 
domain. We will 
continue to do insects 
and bugs. We will start 
our first week with the 
habitat of insects and 
bugs, where we will 
be giving 
opportunities to children to sit and observe peers learn different things. Following with the emotional 
domain, we will try to implement more activities to promote a sense of self in children. We will be 
pointing at the individual chair of every child and labelling them with their name and use the mirror to 
show them their image. We will be learning about the food for insects and bugs, where we will be giving 
the new word to learn like plants, mould, blood; which will help them to enhance their Language skills. 
As we will be getting new kids, we will be working on the routine with them and the older children will 
use their memory to tell the routine. We will be doing various art activities involving fine motor skills, this 
will help them to enhance their skills.



Toddler 3 

In August, our kids at Toddler 3 explored different modes of transportation in land, air, and water. We 
talked about how vehicles get us from one place to another and how these transportations do it. 

We did science experiments that help them to develop their cognitive skills such as the ice colour train. 
We also explored the power of magnets with cars and did movement activities that help to develop their 
gross motor skills as well their social skills such as the airplane cloud jump and an indoor scavenger hunt. 

During art time the kids continued developing their fine motor skills in activities such as applying glue, 
sticking pictures, colouring and painting.  The children also got a chance to develop their literacy skills 
during whole group learning by listening to stories and songs. 

This month of September our theme is "Insects and Bugs” we will be reinforcing the theme by singing 
some rhymes and through art projects. we will study the various types of insects and bugs, their 
similarities and differences (which insect have wings?  what colour is a ladybug?).   

As part of this theme, the children will be exploring and learning about different insects whenever they fly 
or crawl and where to find them. we will be learning names and also how to recognize them, for example, 
bee, spider, caterpillar and many more. 

The children will also imitate bugs 
movements (crawling, flying and 
creeping). we will continue to work on 
the children's social, emotional and 
communication skills.
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Preschoolers

Preschool 1: 

In August in Preschool 1, our topic theme was "All Things 
Summer!" Each week we focused on a specific summer 
theme, for instance, beach, summer food and animals! 
We also were preparing some of our peers for the big 
transition ahead! Some of our friends in preschool 1 went 
off to school! We wish them the best of luck on their new 
journey! As we also prepared for and welcomed some new 
friends into the classroom! Welcome to Preschool 1 new 
friends! 

Our goal in Preschool 1 in September is for the 
children to practice sharing when playing with one 
another in the classroom. We will practice achieving 
this goal by modelling behaviour as well as reading 
books about sharing and discussing the importance 
of turn-taking during circle time. 

Preschool 2:  

In the month of August, children 
enjoyed making their own monster 
using play dough, pipe cleaners and 
googly eyes. also, children had lots of 
fun making their own pretend birthday 
parties for their friends and teachers 
by singing the happy birthday song 
and using kitchen toys and food toys 
to pretend it's snacks and cake. In 
conclusion, children had the 
opportunity to learn alphabets, 
colours and shapes, however in the month of September children will have the chance to participate in 
different events such as show and tell, cozy PJ day, wear fall colours and Nature scavenger hunt. 

So, for the month of September, we are focusing on our Social skills by using our magic words and 
manners to make friends and communicate with them as well as our teachers. Such as, “Please", 
"Thank You", Welcome”.
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Preschool 3: 

In August so far, we have been learning about 
family and who are our family community 
helpers. Like fire fighters who help us when 
there are a fire, police officers who catch the 
bad guys but they also do more than that, 
doctors who help us when we are sick and 
make us feel better and many more. We now 
are learning about summer and what kinds of 
things we do and find in summer. We learned 
about the sun, we also find out there is a lot of 
family gathering during summer outside like 
going camping. We are now learning about 
bugs and insects that come out during summer 
our goal is to get everyone to stand up in a 
straight line when trying to go outside and to 
get ready for school time 

We will be talking about the end of summer 
and how we are going back to school and what 
we should be expecting in school. We will also 
be learning about Labor Day and what we will 
be doing for Labor Day and why it is important. 
our goal is to get everyone to stand in a 
straight line, sit in a circle and get ready for 
school.
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Preschool 4: 

Last Month, Preschoolers developed social skills by 
sharing their emotions with their peers and 
educators. They learned about using magical words 
like "Please " and "Thank you”. we all shared our 
toys and practiced waiting for turns nicely.  

This month we will be focusing on SERIAL NUMBER 
(ELECT 4.11). We will be comparing materials that 
we have in the classroom and describing 
relationships. Children will put numbers in order 
from lowest to highest, smallest to largest. 
Eventually, they will come to understand that 6 is 
higher than 5 or 20 is higher than 10. We will be 
arranging toys (blocks, cars, food items, etc.) 
according to their sizes and colour.  

Children will be provided with various open-ended 
materials by educators to extend their learning in 
numbers and patterns. Children will classify toys by 
type and sort crayons by Colour. Children can sort 
Pom Poms according to the colour or sorting 
buttons by shape. 

Event Calendar

Sept 
5th Teacher's Day

Labour day (September 6th) 

Labour Day is a statutory national holiday celebrated throughout Canada on the first Monday of 
September. It originally gave workers the chance to campaign for better working conditions or pay. The 
day is now part of a long weekend for many Canadians.

Sept 
6th Labour Day 

(Centre Closed)

Sept 
8th Global Literacy Day

Sept 
10th Crazy Hair Day

Sept 
14th Hindi Diwas

Sept 
17th Disney Character 

Day

Sept 
24th PJ Day 
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Learning Fun

Sept 2nd _ Rishikresh Sept 23 _ Dustin

Sept 15th _ Ethan Sept 23 _ Kaira

Sept 21 _ Mya Sept 29 _ Noah

Sept 22 _ Sophie Sept 30 _ Chidubem

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

It’s the time of year when the leaves begin turning a rainbow of colours, you can bake with apples 
and spices, get your sweaters out to warm up in the chillier air, and the children head back to school. 

1.Muffin Tin Printing with children 

Materials: 
• Muffin tin 
• Paint 
• Brush or mini roller 
• paper 

1.Turn the muffin tin 
upside down and paint 
the bottoms of the cups. 
2.You can use a brush or use a mini paint roller (for a more even application of the paint). 
3.Center a piece of paper over the painted muffin tin and press the paper down with your hands. 
Maybe even rub around a bit. 
4.Lift the paper to reveal your new print! 
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Supervisor

1.How to Make Autumn Leaf Art with Chalk Pastels 

Make beautiful autumn leaf art for the wall 
with chalk pastels. Let nature be your 
inspiration; try this autumn leaf art activity 
with the children or yourself. This is a fun and 
easy Autumn drawing activity for children and 
adults alike. Slow down to carefully observe a 
leaf, and then draw the details you see. Next, 
use chalk pastels to fill in your page with 
colour, choosing either Autumnal colours, or 
any colours you like! The finished product is a 
gorgeous piece of Fall art that will look lovely 
on your wall. 

•Draw your leaf 
Start by drawing a leaf with the black Sharpie. See if 
you can fill the page with your leaf. And add the 
vein detail, and any other details you notice. 
•Add color! 
Use the chalk pastels to colour in your leaf. You may 
choose to use the vein sections to keep colours 
separate.  

These chalk drawings provide the perfect Autumn 
decor to hang above the mantel. 

Chelsea Rogers, RECE 
Supervisor - Heartland Campus 
chelsea.rogers@lullaboo.ca 
(289)444-5055 ex. 5055

As September is among us and we have some new and returning families. We would like to welcome 
all new families to Lullaboo! Also, please remember to complete the daily health screening on the App 
and have it ready for drop off as this makes drop off smoother. If your child is experiencing any 
symptoms, please let the office know and we can follow public health guidelines and ensure everyone 
remains safe and healthy! 

Class of the Month: 
This month’s class of the month is Preschool 4 – Preschool 4 has 
done a great job of preparing open-ended activities for the 
children that promote an abundance of inquiry and exploration in 
the classroom. Great job Preschool 4!

mailto:chelsea.rogers@lullaboo.ca
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Director

Irini Mikhael, RECE, P.Eng, PMP 
Chief Operating Officer 
irini@lullaboo.ca

I want to take this opportunity to welcome all new children 
and their families to Lullaboo, please feel free to contact me 
at any time I always have time for you, and I love to hear from 
you. 

September is a busy time as we say goodby to few children 
that graduated from JK, we look at them so proud and see 
the difference that we did together and made in their life.  

We are also excited for the new children as we get ready to 
educate and help them achieve all their milestones.  

It takes a village to raise a child, it is important that we have 
open communication with families to learn their expectations, 
this way we can set goals for each child together and we work 
together on achieving them one goal at a time.  

Providing empathy, and love is the first step into a child’s heart, this opens the door to their mind and 
allows them to learn.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8coGRnEtAmk67Gh8HTz9vw
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/icarelullaboo/id1529048999
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lullaboo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8coGRnEtAmk67Gh8HTz9vw
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lullaboo
https://www.facebook.com/lullaboochildcare/
https://www.facebook.com/lullaboochildcare/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lullaboo
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/icarelullaboo/id1529048999
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lullaboo
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